products covid-19 solutions

Innovative products respond to new safety-first standards

By Matt Dougherty

1 Designer Doorware's Club lever handles feature rounded edges suitable for a range of styles. Eleven varieties are offered in brass, an alloy of microbe-killing copper.
DESIGNERDOORWARE.COM

2 Offered in three styles and made of clear acrylic in two thickness options, Raydoor's Berriers collection of partition panels are fully framed to visually signal a sense of separation while allowing patrons to interact.
RAYDOOR.COM

3 Fabricut Contract and Muraspec Wallcoverings created a biocide antimicrobial protective finish for numerous wallcoverings that prohibits the growth of fungi and bacteria and kills 99 percent of bacteria on its surface.
FABRICUTCONTRACT.COM, MURASPEC.COM

4 Featuring two lacquered aluminum frames, the suspended mesh of Kriskadecor's decorative perimeter Shaped Frame can be fashioned into a variety of organic and geometric shapes.
KRISKADECORUS
5 Made of galvanized steel, aluminum, and methacrylate, iSimar’s modular indoor-outdoor Mario screens can be outfitted in metal, upholstery, metal patterns, fabric, or left transparent. ISIMAR.BE

6 To adhere to the cleaning requirements of hospitality, hotels, and cruise ships, Fil Doux Textiles is treating its reusable, vinyl collection Ochtex with its Pro-Tech Plus bleach cleanable, water-based ink and stain resistant. FILDOUX.COM

7 Tuuci’s Shade Shield—a parasol accessory offered in nine widths—is affixed to the umbrella with fabric ties looped over the ribbed edge of the frame and under the canopy fabric. TUUCI.COM

8 Yellow Goat Design’s 3D Large Leaf cleanable screen features a botanical design etched onto acrylic at a shallow depth for a subtle look that easily allows for social distancing. YELLOWGOATDESIGN.COM
9 Ashley Norton expanded its Solid Bronze collection to include leversets, cabinet knobs, and cabinet pulls in a range of styles. As an alloy of copper, bronze has the ability to kill harmful microbes.
ASHLEYNORTON.COM

10 Freestanding, wall-mounted, or floor-mounted, Purificare-US's touchless hand-sanitizer dispensers are made of highly durable stainless steel and automatically dispense sanitizer with no waste.
PURIFICARE-US.COM